Terms and Condition

By subscribing to Celebszone service you have agreed to the following terms and conditions:

A standard subscription charges are applicable on subscribing to Celebszone service.
Daily plan at Rs.2+Tax/day automatically. Your subscription to Celebszone service will be
renewed automatically as per your subscription plan, until you stop the service.
If you wish to stop the Celebszone service, browse
http://www.celebszone.mobitel.lk/DeRegNotify.php

To make use of this service, one must be more than 18 years old or have received permission
from your parents.
For any support please mail at info@multisourcinglanka.com

Privacy Policy

This privacy policy applies to the Celebszone service and regulates the privacy principles of its
users who decide to use it. These rules define the different areas of user privacy and the
responsibilities and requirements of users, website and website owners.

WHAT USER DETAILS COLLECT THE COMPANY
Transaction details: It may include details of payments between the company and the user as
well as other details of purchases made by the user.
Technical data: It may include login details, web protocol addresses, browser type and version,
browser plug‐in types and versions, time zone settings and location, system and operating
platform information, and other technologies used on devices used by the user to access to this
site.
Profile data: It may include username and password, purchase or order information, interests,

preferences, opinions and responses provided by the user in the survey.
User data: It may include information about how you use the company's website, products and
services.
Specially protected data: The company does not collect any sensitive data about the user.
Sensitive data concerns race or ethnic origin, religious or philosophical beliefs, sexual life,
sexual orientation, political views, trade union membership, health information, and genetic
and biometric data. The company does not collect any information about convictions and
crimes committed.
COOKIES: The user can set his or her browser to reject all or some cookies or warn about
setting or accessing cookies by websites. If you disable or reject cookies, please keep in mind
that some parts of this site may become unavailable or function improperly.
HOW THE COMPANY COLLECTS THE PERSONAL INFORMATION OF USERS
By using direct interaction: the user can provide data by completing forms on the company's
website (or otherwise) or by communicating with it via mail, by telephone.
Using automated technologies or interactions: when a user uses the company's website, they
can automatically collect technical data about devices, browsing and how to use them. The
company may also receive user technical data when it visits other websites that use its cookie
files.
From third parties or from public sources: the company may receive personal information
about the user from various third parties and from public sources, as specified below:
from analytical service providers such as Google based outside Srilanka;
from advertising networks such as Facebook based outside Srilanka;

